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Abstract
In this paper it is argued that maximizing the complete data (log) likelihood function with respect to the missing data
and the unknown parameters
will not improve the efficiency of the estimators
but may affect consistency
instead. If no
auxiliary relations
are available
or additional
assumptions
are made, the maximum
likelihood
estimator
based on the
observed data is (asymptotically)
the most efficient estimator.

1. Introduction
Recently,
several authors have discussed the problem of whether or not incomplete
observations contain any information
about the parameters
of interest that can be used to improve the
efficiency of estimators.
Kmenta (1981) and Kmenta and Balestra (1986) considered
the normal
linear regression model and concluded
that there is no gain in using the incomplete
data, both in
the case of missing measurements
for the dependent
variable as well as the case with missing
values for the explanatory
variable(s).
Although
this conclusion
is obviously correct, the way in
which these authors derive it is not, as will be shown below. Lien and Rearden
(1988, 1990)
mistakenly
choose the same approach as Kmenta and Balestra to generalize the results to discrete
response and tobit models. In this paper it is argued that the maximization
of the complete data
likelihood
function with respect to the unknown
parameters
as well as the missing data will not
improve the efficiency of estimators for the parameters
of interest. Even worse, this approach can
easily result in inconsistent
estimators.
Suppose we have a data set with N observations
stacked in a vector y and an N X k matrix X.
Our interest lies in the parameter
vector 6 characterizing
the distribution
of y conditional
on X,
for example (in the case of a normal linear regression
model) in the parameters
p and o* in
y=xp+&,
The maximum
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Now suppose that only IZ of the total N observations
are complete, while for the remaining
N - n
observations
the values for one of the variables is missing. We shall first, in section 2, pay attention
to the case with missing measurements
on y and, subsequently,
in section
3 to missing
measurements
on X. Throughout
it is assumed that the mechanism
that generates the missing data
is ignorable
[Rubin (1976)], i.e. that the data are missing at random.

2. Missing

measurements

for the dependent

variable

If we denote
the observed
part and the
respectively,
the maximum likelihood estimator,

m,;x log f(yohs 1X, S) =m,;x

log

missing part of the y-vector
as yobs and ymis,
a*, based on the observed data is the solution of

f(y”“,

y”” 1X, S) dp(y”‘“)

,

(3)

where f(.) is generic notation
for any density/mass
function and where p is the measure with
respect to which the density of y”‘” is defined. Because the data on y are assumed to be missing at
random,
I$* is a consistent
estimator for 6. Writing
log f(y Ix, S) = log f(yohs

1x, S) + log f(y”‘” I yoba, x, 6)

(4)

it will be clear that 8* is less efficient than the ML estimator
8 that would have been obtained
from a complete sample. Kmenta and Balestra (1986) and Lien and Rearden
(1988, 1990) pose
the question
whether
the efficiency can be improved
by taking into account the incomplete
observations,
i.e. whether the second term in the RHS of (4) contains information
on 6 even if
m”
is
not
observed.
Because
(3)
is
the
correct
maximum
likelihood
procedure
the
answer is
Y
clearly no: I$* is the most efficient estimator for 6 given the available data.
The approach adopted by the authors mentioned
above is the maximization
of the complete
data log likelihood given in (4) with respect to the unknown parameters
6 and the missing values
5, for 19 is compared with 8. As argued by Hsiao (1980)
Ym’s, after which the resulting estimator,
and Little and Rubin (1983) this method is not maximum likelihood and, moreover,
it can easily
result in inconsistent
parameter
estimators.
Noting that
,p,>Ts 1%f(Y

Ix3 6 >= my

log

f(yobsIX, 8) +?y,%x<
log f(y”‘YI Yobs,
X, 6)

(5)

there is obviously no reason why this approach should lead to consistent
estimators
if (3) does.
Only in special cases does the second term in the RHS of (5) (asymptotically)
not affect the
Unless the fraction of missing data
estimator for (elements in) 6 and d* = 5 (for those elements).
tends to zero if the sample size increases, any different between a* and 5 will be caused by the
inconsistency
of the latter.
The statements
above are valid for all types of models with one endogenous
variable which has
missing measurements,
including,
for example, limited dependent
variable models. To illustrate
our arguments
we shall explicitly pay attention
to the normal linear regression
model. For this
model the complete data log likelihood
is given by
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L(y/X,O)=k-~1ogc~-l(p”~“-X~~)‘(y””’-X”/3)/c~’
_+(ymis

_ xlp)f(ymis

_ x’P)/~~

,

(6)

where k is a constant and X” and X’ are the X’s corresponding
to yoha and y”‘“, respectively.
If
this function
is maximized
with respect to p, c2 and ymi’ it is easily seen that the resulting
So, as long as n/N does not tend to one
estimators,
p and G2, satisfy p = p* and 15’ = (nlN)G**.
as N increases (i.e. the fraction of missing observations
does not tend to zero as the sample size
increases),
a2 is an inconsistent
estimator for (T’. For non-linear
models (like the tobit model) this
inconsistency
is likely to be transmitted
to the p parameters
as well (cf. Lien and Rearden (1988)].

3. Missing

measurements

for the explanatory

variable

Now we shall pay attention
to the case where values for one of the explanatory
variables may
be missing and no auxiliary relations are postulated
[as in Kmenta and Balestra (1986) and Lien
and Rearden
(1988, 1990)]. F or ease of presentation
we shall restrict attention
to the case with
one explanatory
variable, x, only. This approach implies that the variable x is not endogenized.
Consequently,
the density of y conditional
on x has no clear interpretation
when the value for x is
missing. The likelihood approach in this case has two alternatives.
First, one can restrict attention
to the complete observations
only, i.e.

m,fx log AY" IXohs,
8) ,
where y” is the
information
by

part

of y corresponding

(7)
to Xohr.

y,a; Ilog f(y" IX0”, a>+ log JO’ I r>>
2

Alternatively,

one

can

use

all available

(8)

in which case marginal
information
on y is used as well. However,
unless clear relationships
between 6 and y exist, this will not improve upon the efficiency of the estimator for 6, while the
existence of such relationships
will require that an assumption
for the process of the exogenous
variable is made (e.g. normality).
If the explanatory
variables are not endogenized
one cannot
improve upon the efficiency of the estimator
a* obtained
from (7).
The approach
considered
by Kmenta
(1981), Kmenta
and Balestra
(1986) and Lien and
Rearden
(1988, 1990) implies treating the missing x-values as unknown
parameters
and maximizing the complete data log likelihood given in (4) with respect to these missing values as well. This
is a somewhat curious approach since one is choosing parameter
values and x-values such that the
conditional
likelihood of observing y given these (and the observed) x-values is maximal. For the
normal
linear regression
model characterized
by (8) one can easily show that the resulting
estimator
for b equals the correct maximum
likelihood
estimator,
fi *, while - as before - the
estimator for cr2 is n/N times the ML estimator
&*2, which is clearly inconsistent.
It is possibie to
consider this problem as a case of the well-known
incidental
parameters
problem
[Neyman and
Scott (1948)] in a reparameterized
model in which, when the x-value is missing, the RHS is
replaced by some function of unknown
parameters.
In the case of only one explanatory
variable,
unique x-values are obtained from this procedure.
however, there is definitely no reason to view
these values as reasonable
predictions
for the true x-values.
Even if the explanatory
variables are endogenized
the approach of maximizing
the complete
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data likelihood function with respect to the missing x-values is incorrect. Let us, as an illustration,
consider the bivariate normal linear case in which both y and x are normal. Then, the complete
data log likelihood function is given by

log f(Y, x 1634)= 1% f(Y IXT fi>

+

1%f(x 14).

If (9) is maximized with respect to 6, 4 and the missing x-values,
in y = /3’x + E is inconsistent.
In particular,
one can show that

P

plim 6 =
IV-=
P + Cl- P>Pi, ’

the resulting

estimator

6 for p

(10)

where it is assumed that n/N-p
if N+m,
and where pxy is the correlation
coefficient between x
and y. Only if p = 1, i.e. if the fraction of missing observations
tends to zero if N increases, will p”
be consistent
for /3.

4. Conclusions
To summarize
our results, treating
the missing observations
as unknown
parameters
and
maximizing
the complete data likelihood function with respect to these parameters
as well is not a
correct maximum likelihood procedure and can easily result in inconsistent
estimators.
This result
holds true for both the situation where the endogenous
variable may be missing as well as the one
where observations
on exogenous variables are missing. Consequently,
it is not correct to consider
the question
of whether
or not incomplete
observations
contain
any information
about the
parameters
of interest in this way, as done by Kmenta and Balestra (1986) and Lien and Rearden
(1988, 1990). Unless additional assumptions
are made, one cannot improve upon the efficiency by
maximizing
the complete
data log likelihood
with respect to the unknown
parameters
and the
missing values.
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